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Family values seem to be breaking faster than fast internet services these days. When it comes to
splitting, emotions tend to run high and so do the bitterness associated with marriages. Alimony
often takes the center stage leaving the children in lurch. If breaking the nuptial knot is inevitable,
then why not give the off springs a humanitarian opportunity to lead a wholesome and more fruitful
life? Every little thing that the parents do in their quest to get their marriage annulled will make their
childrenâ€™s life that much more difficult. If you are one of those unfortunate couple waiting to get a
divorce, here are those little things that you can do to make life easier and less traumatic for the
children you have begot.

1.Keep that strong urge to use your children as your pawn to get a better alimony by denying visiting
rights to your spouse. Not even a threat, it only buttresses the bitterness that should have built
already. That the courts will seldom permit that is beside the point, if at all you do succeed, your
children will lose more than what you have gained. So say no to that, not even a threat remember.

2.If you have another woman or man you propose to live with, then bringing that into the mix can
actually accentuate an already infuriated situation. It often throws both the parents in poor light
before the children. The bitterness can linger in the minds till their last days and that is not good for
either of the parties involved. Let revenge not be the basis the basis on which you apply for divorce
even if that means making sacrifices.

3.Never get trapped into hiring the same attorney for both just for the sake of saving money. There
is always the possibility that they may collide and convince the court officer to issue a divorce
unfavorable to you. Hire someone you trust and keep a tab on what the attorney is doing in the
court. If you suspect something is fishy, then change course without a second thought.

4.Donâ€™t handout threats or intimidate with abusive words as it normally happens. If you do you
should expect the opponent to make a formal complaint before the court through his or her attorney,
and that way a divorce petition can be delayed inexorably with attorney fees and court expenses
mounting. Keep yourself to your objective: getting the divorce you have wanted and on time.

5.Donâ€™t aggravate a situation by handing out accusations. Your spouse may react similarly and make
things worse still. Stay calm even if you are provoked and concentrate your efforts and getting your
divorce application processed faster. It is always better to make an out of court settlement and notify
the court. That way you are not only saving the courtâ€™s valuable time, but also making things easier
and less expensive for you, even if that means making a few sacrifices here and there, at least for
the sake of your children.

6.Take an active interest in the divorce proceedings when they come before the court. Heed the
advices that come from honest attorneys. If you suspect his allegiance then switch or bring it to the
notice of the court. Remember that sometimes your attorney may have collided with the opponent
and may be trying to influence your mind. Staying firm on your beliefs does not tantamount to
stubbornness. There is always a fine line that divides them.

7.Do not unnecessarily fight over property and money. Make a fair assessment and stick to what
you think is appropriate for you. After all you have still a life to lead and honestly at that. Stop
wrangling over that, take your fair share and bid adieu. And you will never again feel that bitterness
that had been building in you all along. Even consider giving him or her a final party that you will
cherish in spite of all the agonies that both of you have been through during the last days together.
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